
Notes of VCS Assembly Executive Committee 

Tuesday  27th August 2019 12.00 noon – 2.00 pm 

Northumberland CVA 

Present:  Joe Jackson, Andrea Perrett, Siobhan O’Neill, Jim Wyness, Ralph Firth, Ann 

Atkinson,   

Apologies:  Anne Lyall, Abi Conway,  Gill Smith, Tracy Machnicki , John McGough, John 

Niblo, Mary Ormston. 

JJ welcomed Siobhan O’Neill to the Assembly Executive and thanked AC for chairing the 

last meeting. 

 

1. Notes of last meeting and matter arising 

 

Notes of the meeting were agreed.   

 

JJ stated that the intention of giving more time on the agenda to feedback from  

Executive members was to ensure that all members contributed in relation to their 

activities that was of value sharing with other Assembly members. In the past 

contributions had focused on a number of key individuals in key areas e.g. health and 

well being and it was important to hear from all Executive members about their activities.  

 

JJ informed that he had not yet received a response from Wayne Daley to his letter in 

relation to the devolved Adult Education budget. Following discussion it was agreed to 

wait another couple of weeks for a response before sending out a reminder. 

 

AA stated in response to actions of last meeting that remit of workstreams sent to 

Executive members and that no changes or additions to Assembly Action Plan. Positive 

comments received from Assembly Executive in relation to report to Health and Well-

Being Board with no additions.   

 

Action:  JJ to send a reminder in two weeks time to Wayne Daley if a response to 

  his letter has not been received. 

 

2. Feedback from Executive members 

 

Culture 

AP reported that Great Northumberland Culture Programme would be a larger 

programme every two years. This year is smaller but next year will be larger and themed 

around stories, folklore and fairy tales. The theme for 2021 will be climate change. It was 

suggested that smaller events could be joined with the County Show or that a Mela event 

could be held in Northumberland.  

 

Action : AP to provide information for the e-bulletin to find out if other cultural 

  events linked to the stories, folklore and fairly tales theme being  

  planned for next year. 



 

Health and Well-being 

SO reported that she had attended the Health and Well Being Board Development Day 

which was led by the Local Government Association.  It covered the differences between 

the Board and the Overview and Scrutiny Committee, whether the work plan was too 

onerous providing limited time for discussion and thus just a tick box exercise. 

Streamlining the work plan was suggested but there was not much debate on the 

formality and chairing of the meetings.  

 

Social Prescribing Steering Group 

Three members of Assembly Executive involved in group with Health focused on how to 

make social prescribing work for organisations and people in Northumberland.  NCVA 

surveyed VCS organisations to establish willingness to host link workers and interest in 

providing social prescribing to find at subsequent meeting that all Link workers will be 

employed by health and adverts had started to go out from Primary Care networks. It 

was recognised that this may not impact for a while on the VCS but important to monitor 

where service referrals are coming from to be clear about the impact. Subsequent 

meeting with the CCG to consider business case for VCS funding to support Social 

Prescribing.  It was asked what Health and Well Being Board were doing to oversee this. 

Also issue raised about coordination of  the work of link workers, locality coordinators 

and support planners. It was felt important to continue involvement and provide 

examples of good partnership working to move forward. 

 

JW informed that NHS were supporting a volunteer programme for the stroke wards and 

that 60 volunteers were interested. It has taken a long time to get to this point. Training is 

starting for suitable selected volunteers in October  and JW will be involved in the 

training. 

 

Trustees 

JJ contact with NCC regarding staff engaging with the VCS in terms of volunteering and 

being trustees using their skills.  

JJ had also spoken to NCC regarding grants, commissions and powers and obligations 

regarding contracts and giving organisations time to prepare. NCC will review decision 

making process for grants and commissions and will provide information on VCS 

receiving grants and commission and when due to expire. Also will consider how they 

will deal with changes in policy and what they expect from grants in the future.  

NCC are appointing a Volunteer Coordinator which has been advertised. 

Action:  Reinforce at VCS Liaison Group the expectation that NCC reviewing  

         decision making process for grants and commission and providing    

          information on VCS grants and commission. 

3. Report to Health and Well Being Board on VCS contribution 

 

AA reported that she had received positive responses to the report but no amends and 

that the deadline for sending the report was today. JJ thanked RF, SO and AA for all 

their work in putting the report together. 



 

 

4. Work Stream remit and  progress  

 

AA reported that a date had been arranged, 2nd October 2019, for the workstream leads 

to meet for an initial meeting to discuss remit, raise any questions and progress 

activities.  

 

5. Partnership working 

 

AA reported that two meetings had been held with five county wider partners, the initial 

meeting to consider the appetite for working together so prepared for potential 

opportunities in relation to emerging funding opportunities and the second meeting which 

discussed the information collected from the organisations in relation to skills, outputs, 

staffing and contracts etc so a better understanding of each others organisations. Some 

amendments to be made to this before sending out to other county wide organisations 

for completion. This will assist in identifying suitable partners for future work. 

 

6. Grants to VCS from NCC 

 

This item was covered  under item two and it was agreed that the commitment by NCC 

to provide information on grants and commissions to the VCS should be reiterated and 

reinforced  at the VCS Liaison Group  

 

7. AOB 

 

AA informed Executive about the Northumberland Lottery that had been approved by 

Cabinet last month and that there had been no consultation with the voluntary and 

community sector.  Following some discussion questions were raised about the business 

case for this, introducing more competition and implications for the Community Chest 

and organisations getting grants and commissions. AA stated that the Lottery was an 

item on the VCS Liaison Group agenda and these questions could be asked. 

 

Action:   Questions about the Northumberland Lottery to be raised at VCS            

           Liaison Group  

 

 

Date of next meeting:-    Tuesday 19th November 2019 12.00 – 2.00 pm 


